Cultural Center of Cape Cod
REOPENING INFORMATION

The mission of the Cultural Center of Cape Cod is to serve the entire Cape community and visitors to the area by offering instruction, entertainment, and exhibition in the visual, literary, and performing arts. As a respected organization, the Cultural Center must present facts and information to the community, especially to you, our friends, and supporters. We appreciate YOUR trust in us. Please understand that the health and safety of our visitors, staff, and volunteers are top priority year-round. Our employees are trained on established protocols that help keep the Center a safe, clean, and fun place to visit.

By participating in any activity at the Cultural Center you acknowledge that you may risk exposure and will hold the Cultural Center free from any liability as a result of attending an activity.

Guests acknowledge that the Cultural Center reserves the right to disclose the identity and contact information of any and all guests to government-authorized individuals, agencies, or organizations for the purposes of contact-tracing in adherence with local, state, or federal requirements, recommendations, or guidelines.

The Center highlights several protocols to ensure guest and staff health and safety, including modified hours, new visitor guidelines, and monitored attendance in galleries.

Please note that the following updates will be in effect through Phase III. As we move through State-imposed phasing, these guidelines will be updated.
Cultural Center of Cape Cod
REOPENING INFORMATION - Continued

Please note that the following updates will be in effect through Phase III. As we move through State-imposed phasing, these guidelines will be updated.

The Cultural Center's Operating Hours
Tuesday through Saturday noon - 5:00 p.m.
The Center will be closed Sundays and Mondays until further notice.

Monitored Attendance
The Center will operate at reduced capacity to allow for social distancing.

Enhanced Cleaning and Maintenance
Comprehensive cleaning of all public spaces at the end of each day the Center is open to the public.

Visitor Guidelines
Face Coverings – Visitors over the age of two are required to wear a mask or face covering their mouth while moving about the building, per CDC guidelines.

Visitors will find directional signage indicating a suggested route through galleries, physical distancing, hand washing, and other requirements and recommendations. All guests will be asked to maintain a safe distance of at least six feet between employees and other visitors while at the Center. For seated events, guests (or groups of guests) will be seated six feet apart.

If you have any questions, please email us at FAQ@cultural-center.org.
Cultural Center of Cape Cod  
Facility Upgrades

**HVAC**
- Obtained consultation from experienced Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) professionals, Bourque Heating and Cooling Co, Inc.
- Installed UV-Aire® purifiers throughout the campus
  
  **UV-Aire® uses high-intensity UVC germicidal lamp (ultraviolet light) to neutralize airborne bacteria, viruses, fungi, and mold for pure air.**

  When placed over the air conditioning coil the UV-Aire pure air solution eliminates mold build-up and keeps the HVAC system running more efficiently. Mounted inside the ductwork, the UV light for HVAC systems sterilizes or neutralizes most contaminants as they pass the UV lamp.

  *Field Control in-duct air purifier models work with forced air system 24/7.*
- Installed MERV 13 rated air filters throughout the campus.
  
  **A filter with a MERV rating of eight to 16 can remove these pollutants from the air.**

  Filters with a MERV rating of 13 to 17 are normally used in hospitals and nursing homes.

  **They are ideal for removing bacteria from the air.**
- Adjusted RTU for minimum position fresh air intake in all units

**Touch-less Bathrooms**
- Installed touch-less systems to bathrooms throughout the campus inclusive of faucets, soap and hand towel dispensers

**PPE**
- Installed plexi shields for the safety of staff and guests.

If you have any questions, please email us at FAQ@cultural-center.org.